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PROGRAMME STRUCTURE  
Master of Arts in Hindi MA (Hindi) Semester: I 

 
Programme Outcome (PO) - 
For MA Hindi Programme 

Master of Arts degree programmme with the duration of two year provides lot of opportunities of learning to learner. 
After completing three year undergraduate programme at Bachelor of Arts level, learner enters in post graduate studies to 
achieve the goals in life. Master Degree programme focuses on deep study as well as understanding of the subject, choosed by 
learner to study. Various aspects of the chosen subject make learner aware of subject areas and provide capacity of high 
thinking, analysis tools as well as creative ability. Joining to Master of Arts programme, also provide opportunities of 
understanding the interrelation between the subject and society and its various streams. It provides opportunity of explaning 
the aspects of the subject, along with the study of subject, learner also achieve the ability to appreciate various civilizations 
and cultures. 
 Through Master of Arts degree programme, learner understands social phenomena which effects, changing trends, 
learning of language, suitable to various terms of the subject with deep and clear vision. Going through Master of Arts 
programme, learner develops the capacity and ability for advance reading, writing, speaking. 

Understanding of human values with particular approach along with the sense of service to society, sense of 
responsibility and civilization with maturity. Prosperity of thoughts is other aspect of the programme. At master degree level, 
subject needs to be analysis in broad way so learner can develop necessary vision to explain it with proper approaches. 
Understanding and explaining capacity is increased with the study of subject. 
 Master of Arts degree programme also covers the aspects, which have not been covered during  bachelor level studies. 
Ability of adding more ideas, approaches etc. are the part of the programme. With the master Degree  programme learner gets 
an opportunity to be up date in regard of subject. Subjects related to humanities mostly focus on human values, social ethics 
which equip learner to think about contemporary trends also with certain vision. 
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Programme Specific Outcome 
(PSO) - For MA Hindi 
Semester - I 

Master of Arts programme with Hindi subject focuses on The learning of Hindi language as well as Hindi literature 
with other subject areas related to it. During learning Hindi subject at Master of Arts level, learner gets a lot of opportunities 
to achieve goals of life. As literature is known as a field to study as well as understanding human, nature, society, culture, 
history and related terms and references etc., learner develops a certain vision to understand things by studying Hindi 
language and literature. Subject has its own structure to study include study of various areas of Hindi literature like  ADIKAL, 
PURVA MADHYAKAL (BHAKTIKAL) UTTAR MADHYAKAL  (RITIKAL)and ADHUNIKKAL (GADYAKAL); Indian 
and western poetics (approaches and tools to understand subject); ancient, medieval and modern poetry; Hindi prose with its 
different forms like  UPANYAS, KAHANI, NATAK,NIBANDH,ALOCHANA, DRAMA and DRAMATICS and  theoretical 
studies; translation with its methods and types. Hindi language and linguistic; study of creation by selected  authors, method of 
comparative study, Hindi criticism ; study of functional Hindi (official language) various approaches  to criticism with tools , 
Hindi journalism , media studies , study of communication mediums, Hindi language in  computing, folk literature , literary 
forms etc. Under Interdisciplinary Study, learner will be able to have knowledge of other discipline too.  
  Completing two year Master of Arts in Hindi programme learner will be able to have deep understanding skill of the 
subject with its various aspects. Some of the courses provide opportunities of employment to learner to be placed in the field 
of Education , media, communication , theatrical activities, translation  etc. The content of the coursed provides platform to 
learner to go ahead  and have job in relevant field, where learner can utilize skills. 
  Knowledge of Hindi language with literary terms develops suitable environment to learner to be up to the mark as 
Hindi is emerging as a medium of communication at large , in present global era. After completing two years Master of Arts 
(Hindi) Programme, learner will be able to have sense of wellbeing in social, practical life too. To gain maturity of thoughts is 
the other fruitful aspect of the learning.  Sense of service to society, Nation as well as humanity make learner more intelligent 
and matured. 

 

To Pass At least 40% Marks in the University Examination in each paper and 40% Marks in the aggregate of  University and Internal 
examination in each course of Theory, Practical & 40% Marks in Viva-voce. 
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Course Type Course Code Name Of Course Theory/ 
Practical Credit 

Exam 
Duration 

in hrs 

Component of Marks 
Internal External Total 

Total Total Total 

Core Course 
PA01CHIN51 PRACHIN EVAM MADHYAKALIN KAVYA-1 T 5 3 30 70 100 
PA01CHIN52 NATAK EVAM ANYA GADYA VIDHAYEN T 5 3 30 70 100 
PA01CHIN53 HINDI BHASHA T 5 3 30 70 100 

Elective 
Course 

(Any Two) 
 

PA01EHIN51 PRAYOJANMULAK HINDI   
OR T 5 3 30 70 100 

PA01EHIN52 DRUSHYA - SHRUVYA MADHYAM LEKHAN T 5 3 30 70 100 
PA01EHIN53 HINDI NATAK    

OR T 5 3 30 70 100 

PA01EHIN54 LOK SAHITYA 
OR T 5 3 30 70 100 

PA01EHIN55 SAHITYA AUR SAMAJSHASTRA - 1 T 5 3 30 70 100 
 


